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President ’s Letter
Hello to you all,
How wonderful to arrive at the end of
term for all those tired school children
(and worn out parents!). Summer seems
to have arrived early and long may it
continue!
Even though the hall is closed during
July and August we have some brilliant
summer meets planned so please do
come along to anything that takes your
fancy! Many many thanks to everyone
who has offered to host and organise the
dates.
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What’s what at Mums & Tots
News and events, past, present and future

Another year seems to have whizzed by, but just look at how our children
have changed and grown during that time. Whether of the nappy clan
or intrepid rock-pool explorer generation, one way or another they
will instinctively know that the long summer days are just that little bit
different. And you are probably looking for a way to entertain them
without getting overly stressed. The hall may be closed during the summer
but never fear, Mums & Tots is still here and has put together a Time
Out programme to help fill up your holiday diary. With coffee mornings,
outdoor park or pool sessions, there is something for everyone.

MUMS AND TOTS SUMMER ACTIVITIES 2011
Please note that Coffee Mornings are held from 9.30-11.30am (unless otherwise stated by the
person hosting).
You should always contact the person hosting to say if you will be attending. Please try to do so
before the morning of the meeting to give us time to organise ourselves! The hostess will give you
directions when you email or call to confirm your attendance. Older children are also welcome to
join the summer meets.

Date

Event

Address

American Themed Coffee Morning 37 Rue Bastiat,
Tuesday and Lunch at Tracey’s house 10.30 Minimes, Toulouse,
5th July onwards
31200

Friday
8th July

Animapark

www.animaparc.fr

Walk and picnic at Sainte Foy Lake
Tuesday Meet 10.30am
12th July

31330 Le Burgaud
Tel: 05 62 79 37 01
(see website for
directions)
31570 Sainte Foy
d’Aigrefeuille

PONT
Friday
15th July No Meet today
Play in the Park
Tuesday 10am – 12 midday
20th July
Friday
22nd
July

Play in the Park

Meet at smaller of the 2
playgrounds (one with the
slide).

Portet sur Garonne

Contact Person and Details

Tracey Durville robertodurville@

Other info

Tracey will
hotmail.com
do a Chilli
06 89 91 74 58
– bring
sausages for
hotdogs.
Please be at the entrance before Bring a
10.15am sharp! Mums and
picnic!
Tots will pay for one parent and
children
Sophie Tsui
Meet in the
spostelfr@yahoo.fr
car park
06 10 23 64 92
(village side).
Bring a picnic
and hat!

Naomi Rivere
naomi.riviere@free.fr

Jardin de
L’Observatoire,
Rue Camille
Flammarion,
Metro : Jolimont
2 mins walk

Emily Solans
emily.button@club-internet.fr

06 80 67 48 31
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Play in the park
Tuesday 10am-12 midday
26th July

Praire de Filtre
Between Pont Neuf
and Pont St Michel

Helen Saks

Play and picnic in the park and
Friday
swim (weather permitting!)
29th July 10am onwards

Playground (Base
de Loisirs) Foret de
Bouconne

Abi Rice

Coffee Morning and Lunch at
Tuesday Jennie’s 10.30am-2pm
2nd
August

21 rue Jean Baptiste Jennie Taylor
Dumas, Minimes,
frontlinesen@yahoo.co.uk
Toulouse
07 86 39 62 28

Friday
5th
August

Kidou Récré 10am
Indoor soft play area
From 6€ per hour

Tel: 05 62 21 25

Tuesday
9th
August
Friday
12th
August

05 34 59 25 48

6 rue Theron de
Montaugé 31200
(Access by rue
Henri Jansou)

http://www.kidourecre.com

Foret de Bouconne

Ali Dowson

Easy street
parking
Bring a picnic
& swimming
togs for the
paddling pool

Priscilla Deegan

priscilla@priscilladeegan.com

No-one volunteered for this date
Any takers???

Brunch in Foret de Bouconne
10am
meet at the playground at the
‘base de loisirs
Tuesday Picnic at the shady Seuil de
16th
Naurouze (lovely and flat for
August bikes!) Meet 11.30am
Friday
19th
August

riceabigail@gmail.com

Bring a
picnic and
swimming
togs

Afternoon at Gimont Pool

Tuesday Singing in the Park
23rd
10-11.30am
August
Friday
Pot luck lunch and play
26th Aug

Tuesday Sketch and play in Japanese garden
30th
in Toulouse (Sue’s guided tour of
August garden and sketching depending
on age of children)
Meet in the Japanese tea house at
10.30am

www.bouconne.fr

Bring a picnic

alisondowson@hotmail.com

06 79 56 40 54
11320 Montferrand.
35 mins from
central Tlse. Click
for directions
Gimont Swimming
pool 32200
Playground,
Foret de Bouconne
(Base de loisirs/
near Le Ratelier
restaurant)
530 Avenur d’Ardus
Montauban 8200

Mary Walmsley

Bring a picnic

maryandgav@orbitalcontrol.com

06 19 34 78 17

Steph Escalas
Stephdickinson@hotmail.com
06 74 91 04 44
Celia McMahon
celia.a.mcmahon@gmail.com

06 49 29 02 79

Jacqui Bowden
jacquibowden@yahoo.co.uk

tel: 06 45 57 36 46

Jardin Japonais,
Sue Schneider
Boulevard Lascrosse fireflysolutions@gmail.com
(metro : Compans
06 13 72 26 25
Caffarelli),
Toulouse

Bring
swimming
togs and a
snack
Bring a rug
to sit on and
something to
shake
Bring
swimming
togs and
something
for pot luck
lunch
Bring a
clipboard ,
paper and
crayons and
a picnic if
staying for
lunch
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What’s what

LOCAL GROUP UPDATES
Lèguevin/Pibrac group

The big event for us was a night out on Thursday 14th April. The local members plus one or two
others gave us a record turnout of fourteen for a meal at Baguettes D'Asie in Lèguevin.
Everyone seemed to enjoy the food and I will be organising another night out there in the future.
I would recommend the restaurant to anyone who likes "asiatique" food.
I organised the meal in honour of Camille Hand to wish her well with baby number two. Her baby
boy, Leonard decided to breeze into the world three weeks later.
Talking of babies our newest member, Kate Gondouin had her first child, a baby girl called
Sophie just a few days after Camille and we also have two other expectant local members who are
due to give birth in July and August. Is there something in the Lèguevin water?
Melanie Norwood

ENGLISH KIDS’ CLUB UPDATE
Wedding Fever

Few – but not all (no names mentioned!)
– of us could have remained immune
to THE event this April, when Kate
and Will began a new chapter of British
royal tradition. And Kids’ Club rose
to the occasion with flying red, white
and blue colours in a very informative
and entertaining session, meticulously
organised by Lou Gibbons (with a little
flag-cutting help from her father!).
The children learned about the various
countries that make up the United
Kingdom and the history of their
respective flags before taking to the craft
tables to create their own Royal Wedding survival kit – mini Union Jacks to wave on the Big Day and a
commemorative paper plate, complete with photos of the happy couple, to put up on the mantelpiece.
The session ended with a rousing rendition, flags at the ready, of the National Anthem, that could not fail to
bring a patriotic tear to the eye of those Brits amongst we “Paparazzi Mums”.
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Sports Day: Raincheck? No way!

Best of British

The Merry Month of May session was led
by the ever-resourceful Jess Jean, taking
our Kids Clubbers on another colourful
journey into Best-of-British
tradition. Indeed, how many
young children have the chance
to flit gaily around a real Maypole
(thanks Julian!) in southwest
France?
Jess explained the origins
of the Maypole, introduced the
intriguing figures of the Green Man
and the Horse Man and fearlessly
choreographed energetic dance
routines that involved various intricate
intertwinings of ribbons. Morris and stick
dancing were also on the agenda. The
children all wore the May bonnets they
had crafted. The session ended with the
election of the Green Man (Joseph), the
Horse Man (Lucas) and the May Queen
and her attendants (Edina, Abi and Bea).
As a souvenir of their Maypole debut,
all the children took home miniature
Maypoles of their own design and
creation. Thank goodness for yoghurt
pots, sticky tape and kitchen rolls!
The final KC session of the year was
devoted to another great tradition: our
very own Sports’ Day. Over to Jess, for
a first-hand account of the proceedings,
bunting, wellies ‘n’ all.
Sue Schneider

You’d think that on a Wednesday
morning in June in the South of
France we’d be blessed with blue
skies and warm rays from the
golden ball in the sky that makes
life so agreeable here. No such
luck this year.
But Sports Day organiser
extraordinaire, Karen Holland,
wasn’t going to let a British style
grey morning dampen our budding
athletes’ spirits. After sending out
an email to say the sporting event
of the year was indeed going
ahead despite the threatening
clouds, our VP then answered
another 59 phone calls (numbers
rounded up for journalistic
purposes) from Mums in various
locations wondering whether to
brave the elements… Are you sure
you’re still going ahead? Well, it’s
raining where we are…the forecast
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doesn’t look good… etc. etc. Ha,ha little did those Mums reckon with the force of Kazza’s persuasive skills.
Anyway, when did you last hear of a 5 year old melting in the rain? The show must go on and on it went.
So we kitted ourselves out in our cagoules and wellies (well I did, I love being in wellies and any excuse
is fine by me) and turned up full of enthusiasm at Jennie’s for the morning’s sporting antics. Now hosting
a Kids Club Sports Day is not for the faint-hearted even with the weather on your side, and hosting Sports
Day on a decidedly grey and drizzly morning would be a step too far for many. Jennie took it all in her stride
as we took over the living room, veranda and garden in one foul swoop. Thank goodness for French tiled
floors…
Karen started the athletes off making some bunting flags with each of them drawing a picture of their
favourite sport. We had some fabulous illustrations of football, rugby, ice hockey, skiing, ballet and many
other colourful bunting which we then put up around the veranda.
Once the bunting was in place, Karen launched into her Gary Linekar-esque Fair Play speech about
taking part being more important than winning (I saw a few Mums with a glint in their eye as they craftily
plotted how they could get away with pushing little Johnny into first place all the same…!). The children
loved the chant Karen had them all singing:
"Do your best and run, run, run,
Win or lose it’s fun, fun, fun”
We all stood in a big circle in the garden for some warm up exercises whilst shouting out our newly learnt
chant. Here’s hoping none of Jennie’s neighbours were peering over the fence at this moment. I had visions
of some weird sect in the heart of Texas at one point.
After the star jumps and chanting we started with the first race: the sprint. The children were split into
three groups: green apples for 6 year olds and older; red apples for 4 and 5 year olds and yellow bananas
for the youngest ones. Each group had their own race and all the participants were covered in “winner”
stickers at the end of each race.
Karen organized the races with military precision with the children doing all the usual Sports Day
favourites: egg & spoon race, sack race, obstacle race, etc. We had a few moments hibernating under the
veranda to dodge a drizzle or two but the rain didn’t abate the children’s (or parents’!) enthusiasm in the
slightest!
The last race for the children was the relay. The kitchen rolls were brought out once again and the
teams were made up of a
mix between the apples,
pears and bananas. Karen
managed to keep her cool
as she explained the ‘rules’
for what felt like about 20
minutes and then patiently
answered the questions that
came incessantly despite
her explanations, “what do
you mean I give the baton to
someone else? Who? When?
Who’s running in which
direction again?”….
We weren’t at all confident
that they’d understood what it
was all about but amazingly it
worked and they loved every
minute of it.
Mums and Dads all cheered
and clapped along the
sidelines and it was a case of
all hands to the deck to help
out during the morning. A
special thank you should go to Jane and Julian for their services rendered on the finishing line and sticker
duty and also to Ashley who managed to manoeuvre the basket to ‘catch’ the beanbags during the obstacle
course for the apples and bananas. This could have easily been the longest race in history had we just left
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them to their own throwing skills!
As the morning’s events drew to a close, Karen announced the Mums
& Dads three-legged race. I do not wish to comment in too much
detail on this particular (sore) point. Suffice is to say that there was
a very tight first heat which myself and Penny are pretty convinced
we did actually win but, good sports that we are, we agreed to a tiebreaker final race between us and the Nemo-Ashley Dads team.
The pressure of the final proved too much for us Mums who were
beaten at the post (or actually quite a long way before it) by the
Dads. A spectacular fall straight into the mud was thrown in just for
entertainment value for the spectators. Penny and I really did take
the Sports Day chant to heart…
Karen ended our festivities by presenting each of our athletes
with a Sports Day certificate (thank you Sophie!) and a medal
each. Words do not begin to describe how proud the little ones
(and us Mums and Dads) felt.
Thank you so much to Karen for all your hard work in
organizing such a fun morning and also to Jennie for opening
up her home to us.
P.S. Ashley and Nemo watch out: that trophy will not be yours for long. Penny and I
start a rigorous training schedule as of September. You have not heard the last of us.

Jess Jean

Toulouse Coffee
Morning
The kids get crafty at the Toulouse Coffee
Morning. Creating their own Chinese fan
was the perfect way to practise their drawing
skills, and cool down at the same time. The
monthly meetings in Centre Sept, Toulouse,
will begin again in September. All welcome.
Karen Holland

Café et causerie en français
Moving to France, you'll be fluent in no time at all,
that's what everyone said. Well nine months in and
I am very far from being fluent. With an English
husband, not working and enjoying going to the
English-speaking Mums and Tots Group it can be
difficult to practice my French in anything
other than supermarket or restaurant
situations. Does that sound familiar?
So when Mums and Tots started up
a French discussion group it was with
great excitement, but some trepidation,
that I went along to the first session. Lots
of things went through my mind, would
everyone be better than me, would I be able to say
anything at all, would I understand a word anyone
else was saying? What a relief when I got there,
Guilhermine the host, was so nice and patient and
really enthusiastic to give people the opportunity to

practice. People there were of different abilities and
the atmosphere was very relaxed.
It did feel a little strange at first speaking to other
English people in French but that soon passed,
and by the second session it felt normal. So now I
look forward to the group and know it will help
me put in to practice the things I learn at my
lessons.
So if you would like to parler français, no
matter what your level, come along and join
us, the more the merrier. The group meets
on Thursday mornings twice a month, mostly
at Guilhermine's house, although sometimes at a
park or other location. For more information you
can contact Guilhermine direct, her contact details
can be found in the monthly schedule, which gets
e-mailed to all members.
Alison Dowson
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Mums' Weekend Away
Picture the scene – a huge old stone house with
turquoise shutters and a garden climbing up behind
to provide stunning views of the Pyrenees. Enter
a group of Mums & Totters intent on chilling out,
having some girly fun and enjoying some great
food (minus kids, that is). With two having a more
ambitious aim of getting creative with clay and a
further three intent on going for a decent walk, the
like of which just isn’t possible with kids in tow... What
could be more peaceful? Actually, the house without
the mums given the late hour (or should that be early
hour) at which heads hit pillows… The below exchanges
between the girls upon their return gives a flavour of how
much fun was had by all.

...
e here
r
e
w
you
Wish

Mary Walmsley

What goes on tour, stays on tour
As the old saying goes, “what goes on tour stays
on tour”, so no details of the utter silliness of the
weekend will be revealed, but here is a taster
of what some of the girls had to say about the
Mums’ Night Away:

“The place was wonderful, the
weather ideal, but the fab group of girls
just made it for me.”

“

“

I ha
long ven’t lau
g
t
for a ime, nor hed like
th
d
very
long runk qui at for a
te so
ve
time
!
muc ry
h win

Frances spoiled us all beautifully but you
all made the trip special and definitely
something to remember for a very long time.

couldn’t
ss with the mostess &
Frances was the hoste
to all for
r group of girls! Thanks
tte
be
a
th
wi
en
be
ve
ha
sharing it all!

“

”

”

”

“

I used to have evenings
like that with friends
back in the UK, but
haven’t had here... and
I really miss that: just
lots of drinks, good
food, great people and
laughter!!!!!! Please can
we do it again!!!!!!!!!!!?

“It was an absolutely fab
time away and last night
was hilarious – took
me back to my student
days – and boy do I
appreciate it even more
now, given how rarely
it happens!! “

”

e

What’s what

If you would like to know more about the ins and outs of the weekend, you could try plying your
Vice-President with rosé; alternatively, you could sign up for next year’s Night Away when you will
experience first-hand Frances’ amazing house and garden, excellent cuisine, and maybe even an
evening with a piece of sellotape stuck on your forehead. Have I said too much?				
Karen Holland

COME ON GIRLS, LET’S GO!
Last weekend I had a wonderful fun and chilled out time with a group of young Mums from the Mums
and Tots group. We drove down to La Maison de Maitre, Beauchalot 31360. It’s just over an hour’s
drive in the foothills of the Pyrenees. Frances MARSDEN runs a Chambre d'Hôte, and not only is she a
superb hostess creating an extraordinary restorative haven of peace and tranquillity, she also offers a day
of creativity. With her skill and guidance some of the girls made really beautiful and inspired ceramic
pieces. While others just chilled out, some chose to go adventuring, wandering around the scenic
countryside and ancient abbey ruins. The food was superb and there was an endless supply of wine. The
weekend was relaxing, inspiring, educational, creative and fun. We all agreed – a superb weekend.
Carol Bliault

Interview

This...or that?
Meet Becky Coles, new local leader for Toulouse,
monkey expert and reluctant EastEnders addict!

                                                          
Coffee or tea? Depends on the time of day, and EastEnders or Coronation Street?
how I take it depends on my mood. I enjoy the ritual EastEnders. I swore I would never get addicted
of making a tisane at night.
again, but I am back watching it after a five-year
break. As with many things it is not as good as I
Football or rugby? Neither - I am not a
remembered, but I cannot stop!
sports fan, but I am trying to get my head
                 
around the rugby rules so I can at least
PC or Mac? I own a PC. I not very
understand why my French family shouts during technologically minded, but I do dream of
the Toulouse games.                                          
owning a Mac.
                                                         
Shower or bath? Shower. A long,
hot, power shower!
Starter or dessert?
                                                  
Starter, unless Tarte au
Radio 4 or Five Live? Neither.
citron is on the menu.
Driving around Toulouse I listen to
                                
FIP.
Summer or Winter?
Summer. Winter is great
Morning or evening?
if there is snow or a blue
Evening. I would be a morning
sky, otherwise it is too long.
person if I managed get to
                                           
bed earlier and sleep in a bit
Chocolate or cheese? At
longer…
the moment I am pregnant
                                           
and my body tells me
                                           
chocolate – a slice of dense,
Facebook or telephone?
gooey, dark chocolate cake.
Telephone. You can find me
And then maybe seconds…
on Facebook, but I am very
inactive and just log-on
Dicaprio or Clooney?
Becky and her son Theophile
when I am feeling nosey.
Neither - I have never been a girl
                                                
for pin-ups.
Wine or beer? Red wine. I do enjoy a pint,
preferably a bitter, but I can only ever manage
Book or TV? Book. At the moment I am
one.
reading the Gruffalo or T’Choupi 10 times a
                                                     
day. We don’t own a TV, but I do enjoy watching
Night in or night out? A relaxed night in
films or series in the evening to unwind.
with friends, good food and good wine.
                                        
Mountains or seaside? Mountains. I worked
Cautious or risky? Cautious – a character
for many years in a mountainous forest running
trait of being a Virgo?
after monkeys – I miss the green light, the
                                               
views and the unexpected.
Red sauce or brown? Brown. Especially
with sausages or scrambled eggs. The red
Roses or lilies? Roses. I love climbing roses
version does not do the tomato justice.
in ancient gardens.
Cat or dog? Cat. I grew up around cats and
my partner befriends strays; we are getting two
kittens this summer.
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Bringing our baby into the world, my way
Naomi Rivière shares her angst-ridden but very brave approach to giving birth…

T

his may seem quite a shocking
statement or it may strike a chord: I
hate giving birth.
The first time I was pregnant the impending
birth terrified me. The total lack of control I
felt and above all the thought of three days
or so in a clinic consumed me. I absolutely
hate anything to do with medicine. I avoid
going to the doctor unless I have to and have
a very high pain threshold as a result! The
French health system must really like me as
I cost them next to nothing! I can not bear
the smell of hospitals, the thought of life
and death contained within their walls, the
organic sense of it all. Ironically I married
the son of two doctors but even talking about
diseases and palliative care at the dinner table
has not cured me of my phobia.
Arthur arrived a week early. My obstetrician
was on holiday. I waited until I could bear
the pain of labour no longer before leaving
for the clinic and Arthur was born four hours
after I arrived:
“Not many people get to the clinic
this dilated for their first baby” said the
midwife with surprise. I wanted to reply
that not many people would rather be

knocked out and woken up after the birth
than have to set foot in her clinic at all!
Less than two years later Oscar was born:
two weeks early. He weighed over four and
a half kilos. My obstetrician later told me
she had lied about his weight as she had not
wanted to alarm me!
I had been told to come to the clinic the
moment I had the slightest contraction as

until
“theI waited
coast was

clear and started
to push on each
contraction.
Nobody was going
to butcher me this
time.

”

he could arrive very fast. I did as I was told.
I got to the clinic at 11pm one warm July
night and to my horror was told that my
second son would be born in the early hours
of tomorrow. I could not go home as the
midwife had broken my waters to accelerate
the birth. I was trapped! I could see medical
instruments all around me and I was attached
MUM’S theWord Summer 2011 |
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to a drip. It was my version of a nightmare.
I was loving every minute of it. Finally this
The midwife asked me if I would mind trying birth business was not so bad after all. The
to coincide my epidural with the woman in
midwife came in and out and complained
labour in the room opposite mine so that the that not much was happening but I no longer
anesthetist would only have to be woken once minded. I was very happy just lying there
to tend to us both. I felt indignant but being
smiling and was not in a hurry for anything
English stupidly agreed to it (politesse and
to change. She sensed this and gave me
all that) and I was aware of a silent stoic fight something to speed up the process: “You'd
going on between me and the lady next door. better hurry up. If you're not ready when
Who would fold first?!
the obstetrician comes, she'll come with her
The anesthetist appeared. Thoughts started scissors and forceps, cut you and pull the
racing through my head: surely she should
baby out”... I had not got this far to hear that.
be retired? Are you sure she is awake? “Oh
She said that she would soon be leaving, that
dear,” she sighed “I missed it...I'll have to try
her shift was coming to an end and left the
again”. Another giant needle was piercing
room once more. I waited until the coast was
my flesh. It was one of the
clear and started to push on
most painful things I have
each contraction. Nobody
Oscar's shoulder was going to butcher me
ever experienced even by
my standards and I dug
got stuck on the this time. I was going to
my nails into the palm of
way out. I could avoid scissors and sitting on
my hand so that I would not
a rubber ring for a week at
see
her
grappling
cry. The midwife left me and
all costs. My husband was
with him. She
when she returned a little
circling about the room,
later my husband asked her
son of doctors, exploring
looked as if she
if she could lower the dose
all the medical instruments
was
trying
to
of the epidural. I could feel
with interest and when his
manipulate a
nothing at all. “She wanted
back was turned I started to
it this strong”! she retorted
particularly big give birth. My way. “Are you
on leaving the room . She
pushing”?! he exclaimed in
chicken.
returned to attach a heart
horror catching me in the act.
monitor to my belly and
He took a look at where his
asked me to hold the apparatus still whilst
son would later greet him and looked rather
sitting in the lotus position. I kid you not.
pale: “Stop! I can see the head”!
The machine kept cutting out and I was so
He pushed the bell to call the midwife.
uncomfortable sitting there cross legged, a
A new one came in, the other having gone
near engaged baby protesting from within at home as promised. She did not believe what
being squashed. The thought that maybe in
my husband was telling her and laughed...
fact it was Oscar's heart and not the monitor until she saw Oscar. I sat back and watched
which was malfunctioning did nothing to
the panic with a mix of amusement and fear.
ease my discomfort!
Had I gone too far this time? The midwife
At some point during the night I went to
kept pushing the bell and I wondered
post a letter. Well, of course I did not really.
where my obstetrician was. Eventually
I was hallucinating, drifting in and out of
she arrived, hair in clouds looking a little
a warm cushioned sleep. The fatigue, the
dishevelled. “I was stuck in the lift”! she
stress and the drugs were making me fly and said running to the basin to scrub up before

“

”
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the delivery. I understood her panic. I am a
total claustrophobic having been shut in a
cupboard accidentally as a child. We started
a conversation about how frightening it is
to be enclosed in small spaces. Meanwhile,
Oscar was waiting to be born, fed up of his
own enclosed space. The obstetrician had
no time to whisk out her scissors but Oscar's
shoulder got stuck on the way out. I could see
her grappling with him. She looked as if she
was trying to manipulate a particularly big
chicken. She was all arms and grimaces and
I was willing Oscar to get his act together,
to avoid being lifted out by metal tongs. It
worked. He came out if his own accord.
“He's HUGE” said a chorus of female
voices. It was so. Oscar was grotesquely big
and was launched into my arms by four
others. He looked like a sumo wrestler but I
adored him. It did not feel like an arranged
marriage as it had done with my first son. I
knew I did not have to love him straightaway
(nobody tells you that when you are pregnant
the first time) so to be perverse, I did,
knowing I would anyway later. He was taken
be weighed, my husband in hot pursuit on
my instructions. My baby swapping phobia
was in full swing having discovered that
the woman opposite my room, my epidural
friend, had also given birth to a little “Oscar”.
I needn't have worried. Her Oscar was half
the size of mine. When it came to dressing
my Oscar, his pyjamas did not to fit. “Don't
you have any others? How do these do up?”
snapped the young midwife fresh onto her
shift. Woe behold those who were to have her
that evening if she was already this endearing.
Morning blended into my blurry night. I
had lost all sense of time in my windowless
cell. My husband went off to tell our first born

You can adore
“children
and

detest giving
birth. The two
do not have to
go hand in hand.

”

that he had a brother and two nurses came to
take me to a temporary room whilst mine was
being made ready. “I'll walk thanks” I said to
no avail. I was pushed back into my wheelchair
neck craned behind me to make sure Oscar
was following
By the time my stay in the clinic was over I
knew then that this would be my last birth. I
laugh now when people say “...are you going
to try for a daughter”? If only they knew the
angst some people encounter on giving birth.
Sometimes I am disappointed by my dislike
of something that is largely considered to be
magical. I wanted four children. I long to work
with children and I champion their every
cause but you can adore children and detest
giving birth. The two do not have to go hand
in hand.
In the mean time, I am doing well with my
medical phobia. I fell in love with a house
situated next to a dentist's surgery. I could
see a nurse preparing something for a patient
as I looked out of my bedroom window this
morning. Anyone would think I was doing
this on purpose. Perhaps next time I will move
into a house near a birth preparation centre.
On the other hand, maybe that would be
pushing it a bit...

Editors’ note: Thanks Naomi! We gain so much by sharing experiences. If
anyone has a personal story you would like to share with the group, Mum’s
the Word would love to hear it. Don’t wait for the call for contributions,
send at anytime to mums-the-word-newsletter@googlegroups.com
MUM’S theWord Summer 2011 |
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Interview

Tots Top Ten Teasers
This issue we meet Clemmie Escalas, five-year-old daughter of
Mums & Tots’ very own President, who takes after her mummy in
more than just looks (although a little bird tells us Steph does like a slice of
smelly cheese every once in a while!)
What is your favourite TV programme?

Anything on Cbeebies really
What is your favourite book?

The Magic Faraway Tree by Enid Blyton
What is your favourite superhero?

Not sure I have one? Could be Tommy Zoom
because I think he’s like a superhero?!
What do you like to eat for breakfast?

Toast, butter and marmalade
What do you want to be when you grow
up and why?

A teacher because I really enjoy being at
school
What has been your best holiday ever?

Staying at Uncle Tom’s hotel last summer and
our campshed holiday
What is your worst food in the world?

Smelly cheese
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What is your favourite playground
game?

Hopscotch
What makes you angry?
(Steph: "This was quite hard for her I was
secretly quite pleased she didn’t really
understand this emotion yet, so I asked
her 'the most annoying thing'.")

My cough at night

What makes you sad?

Saying goodbye to Nana and
Gompy when they leave Gimont
after a visit
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Family life

Going Potty

I

t was one of those defining moments.
A moment when my teenage illusions
of invulnerability and a definite sense of
smugness ended. I faced the teacher and the
blackboard with a blank look. I noticeably paled.
A bit of background is
required here. Until then,
French at school had
been a proverbial piece of
cake for me. Du gâteau.
But then came that fateful
day. The day when the
teacher introduced the
grammatical peculiarity that
goes under the name of
the subjunctive. A mood (a
mood? How vague is that?!!)
that expresses actions and
ideas that are subjective
or otherwise uncertain?!
Come on. Who wouldn’t be
perplexed?
Fast forward 22 years and
the smug and invulnerable
were back. I’d long since
mastered the old subjunctive
(you’ve just got to feel the
mood...) and I was Mum
of three young children,
confident of my child-rearing skills. But then
the inevitable fall from grace. I came across
something that had me as flummoxed and
failing as 20-odd years previous. I had
embarked upon Potty Training my two-year-old
twins.
So what to do? Where to start? Admittedly, I
panicked. Putting pressure on myself and the
“chosen twin” (I decided it would be easier to
train them one by one – WRONG!) I set a goal
of one week to have Martha out of nappies. The
plan failed miserably. I broke rule after Golden
Rule of potty training and after 3 days, Martha
couldn’t even look at a potty without screaming.
So the potty was hidden away and all traces of
the failed attempt too. The nappies were back
on and I had my happy child back.
A month or so later, Martha and Joe thought
it would be funny to sit on the toilet before
their bath, and from there, the potty training
just happened. I can take no credit for it at all.

There was no plan and no pressure. There was
copying and competition; claps and cuddles;
and maybe a chocolate button reward here and
there. But bless them, they practically potty
trained themselves.
Joe gives his
sister, Martha,
a kiss after a
successful trip to
the potty

“There was no plan and no
pressure. There was copying
and competition; claps and
cuddles; and maybe a chocolate
button reward here and there.”

S

o the moral of the story is listen to no-one
else but your child to determine when the
time is right – not the nursery staff who subtly
tell you your children are too old for nappies by
not changing them... and not the mother-in-law
who reminds you that they will need to be potty
trained before starting school. Develop the art
of selective listening and IGNORE THEM.
And if all else fails, take a break. Get your
other half to do his bit. And if he’s French, you
could learn a thing or two at the same time. “Je
voudrais que tu fasse pipi au pot.” Got to love
that subjunctive.
Karen Holland
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Dear Totters...

Family life

A problem shared is a problem halved, or so they say, which is why Mum’s the
Word is brining you your very own advice page. If you have a parenting
problem that you would like some candid advice on, please send it in to
mums-the-word-newsletter@googlegroups.com, we’ll put it (anonymously!)
to your fellow totters and publish the replies (anonymously!) In this quarter’s
inbox, one worried mum with a problem that - quite frankly - sucks!
To: Mums-the-word-newsletter@googlegroups.com
Subject: Dumming down :-)
Dear Totters,
My two-year-old has a dummy and his older sister sucks her thumb. Any tips
on how to wean them off?
Dea
love,
r
A Mum Short of Ideas xx

llow
Dear Fe

Dear (not the only)
Mum Short of Ideas,
I’ve a similar problem with
my three- and five-year-old.
I’ve been trying to put plasters
on my five-year-old’s thumb
to stop her sucking it. It did
work for a month or two, but
unfortunately she’s now got
back into the habit - so it’s
really a case of ensuring the
plaster is on at all times. In
terms of your youngest giving
up her dummy, I’ve heard that
little ones who have their
dummies removed, just take
up thumb-sucking, so it may
be worth waiting a
while yet!
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Dear Mum Short of Ideas... and fellow Totters,
A confession first: when this dummy question arrived in my email box
a couple of weeks ago, I promptly (and somewhat uncharacteristically)
deleted it. Then, after hearing at a local group meeting that hardly any
replies had been received, I went home feeling guilty and wondering why
I’d had such a strongly negative reaction. The conclusion I came to is that
Best of luck!
this is such a thorny issue, and one that most parents feel quite strongly
about one way or the other. I for one was really afraid that my personal
opinion would start some sort of Mums and Tots vigilante group...out to
seek revenge on the Dummy Hater!
continued overleaf...
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Dear Totters...
I think it’s because dummies bring us down to that basic issue of balancing the baby’s needs with our own
needs. Because, let’s face it, at the start it’s not the baby who needs the dummy! It’s a tool that buys us a few
precious moments of peace in between all the yelling, pooping and feeding.
I say this because it’s easy to forget that we originally introduced the dummy to fill a need of our own, not
of our child. Which may make the whole concept of removing it easier to bear...
And there are definite good reasons for getting them off the dummy as early as possible – not least,
the fact that dummies can lead to speech difficulties (one Manchester survey found that half of all local
dummy users had been referred for speech therapy.) They can also delay speech development, because it’s
very difficult to babble and do all the things babies do to practise making sounds when you have a lump of
plastic in your mouth! Dummies can also lead to dental problems (just like thumb-sucking), and are linked
with increased rates of middle ear infections, chest infections and stomach upsets. Plus, psychologically
speaking, the child is learning to suppress their feelings and keep them inside, rather than expressing and
communicating them.
As for how to get them off it, there’s:
- the cold turkey approach (be prepared for three days and nights of strife plus
potential blame for the 10 years of psychotherapy required in later life ;o)
- the softly, softly approach (limiting use to just siestas and nighttime, then
just nights and so on. Less obviously traumatic, perhaps, but often painfully
slow – like trying to remove a plaster gently, it can end up worse than the direct
approach).
However, both of these methods are parent-led, and if I’ve learnt anything at
all from my three-plus years as a mother, it’s that the most effective and least
traumatic solution to any problem is often the one that was either your child’s idea
or that you’ve managed to convince them was their idea!
Enter the Dummy Fairy (or DF as she’s known to her fans). First, you need to get them on the Being Big
thing – because all children want to be Big. So, the DF has decided that your child is now big enough to
no longer need a dummy at all and she’ll be flying in next Friday night to whisk away all their dummies
and leave a lovely present as a reward. It’s a good plan to start talking about the DF’s visit at least a week in
advance, to get your child used to the idea and maybe even looking forward to it if that ‘lovely present’ is
something they’ve been asking for for ages!
It’s then your child who leaves their dummies at the foot of their bed on the alloted night, in anticipation
of the gift they’ll receive from the DF, thereby making them feel like they’ve done it all themselves and that
they’ve made some sort of Rite of Passage.
I’ve never heard of anyone trying the DF routine for thumb-sucking, but I don’t see why it wouldn’t work
with a little adaptation. Maybe tell them that if they don’t suck their thumb for a whole week/fortnight/
month (depending on the child’s age), a gift will arrive under their pillow?
And then, of course, once you’ve got them off the dummy or thumb all you have to do is wean them off
that bloody all-flashing, all-hooting fire engine that the Dummy Fairy brought!
Good luck x

Editors’ note: From the next edition we will be introducing a general comments/
letters page for you to send in your thoughts on the previous issue(s). If you’ve read
something here that you agree/disagree with, or have any comments on any of
the articles published, we’d love to hear your thoughts. And remember, Mum’s the
Word is by you, for you so any articles or suggestions are welcome at any time...
you don’t have to wait for the call for contributions
mums-the-word-newsletter@googlegroups.com
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Retreat

A Lesson in
Mindfulness
Sue Schneider enjoys - and endures - a silent meditation retreat in
the Tarn countryside

S

top the world and
let me get off!”
Most of us have
probably been frazzled
enough at some point
or other to let such a
thought whizz through
our heads. A retreat in
a secluded place, far
from the demands of
everyday life, might
be the pipe dream of
many a busy Mum.
With perhaps a bit of
pampering, good wine
and chocolate thrown in for good
measure.
So when I signed up for a
Vipassana meditation retreat,
after recommendations from
various friends, I was not quite
sure what to expect. I am not a
Buddhist, but knew that Vipassana
(which means “penetrating
vision” and is often referred
to as “insight meditation” or
“mindfulness”) is one of India’s
most ancient techniques of
meditation, rediscovered by
Gotama Buddha over 2500 years
ago. It is non-sectarian, though
of course heavily founded on
Buddhist precepts. I also knew
that Vipassana retreats last for a
minimum of ten days (mine was to
last two weeks), and that they are
conducted in “noble silence”. This
means no verbal communication or any form of
social interaction (including eye contact) with
other people for the course’s duration. And of
course, no pampering, no wine (no alcohol at all
for that matter) and no chocolate.
Deep down, I was not sure how I would cope
with two weeks away from my little boy (and

from chocolate!) with
no contact whatsoever;
would Lucas still want
or even recognize me
afterwards? Would my
husband cope with
juggling work meetings
and school schedules
(luckily there were a lot
of jours fériés)? And
would he remember
to do the washing-up
every so often? Still,
the die was cast…
My retreat took place
less than an hour away from
Toulouse at the Institut Vajra
Yogini, a Tibetan Buddhist
temple. A former French
château, it is now draped
with Tibetan prayer flags and
surmounted with a gleaming
golden stupa, on a small hill
surrounded by rolling fields
and woodland. Certainly an
idyllic setting. I had chosen
to camp (though private
rooms or dormitories were
available within the château).
I pitched my tent one sunny
June morning alongside a
peacock continually fanning
out its incredibly photogenic
feathers. The other retreatants
slowly began to arrive. There
were around seventy of us
in all from all over – Canada,
the US, Singapore, Israel, Russia, Italy, Egypt
– converging on this small corner of rural
southwest France. The course was to start
that evening with a general introduction and
reminder of the rules after a frugal soup supper.
Our mobile phones and any reading matter
were confiscated. We were also assigned
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our “karma yoga”. When I first saw this on
the programme, I had imagined some kind of
esoteric stretching – in fact it designated menial
tasks that had to be carried out every day at a
specific time. The assigned tasks ranged from
emptying out the campsite’s dry toilet buckets,
scrubbing the floors, feeding the peacocks or
arranging the flowers on the Buddhist altar.
Mine was to clean the women’s showers and
toilets on the second floor of the château.
By then, the heavens had opened and the
sunny meadow where I’d pitched my tent that
morning soon became a mud bath. Not perhaps
the most auspicious start…
The rain continued throughout the (short)
night and by the time the
morning gong sounded
at 5am, the squelch
factor had increased
considerably. The first
session opened with a
short explanation of the
posture to adopt when
meditating (basically,
cross-legged with a
straight spine) and
of the object of the
meditation (the breath).
Rather than making
a conscious effort
as in yogic breathing, we were supposed to
breathe normally and observe the breath. Of
course, once you try to concentrate on your
breath only, thoughts start to bombard the mind
“like birds on a solitary raft in the middle of
the ocean”. Not to mention pain in the knees,
back etc. due to the static unfamiliar position
(for me at least). Sessions of sitting like this
alternated with sessions of “walking meditation”
(mindfully pacing up and down a 5m stretch of
road); each lasted for around an hour and was
announced by a gong. Lunch (pure vegetarian,
verging on vegan) was served at 12 noon.
The afternoon followed a similar pattern, with
hour-long meditation sessions and a couple of
half-hour rest breaks, during one of which I had
to scrub the women’s showers and toilet. In
the evening, after another frugal bowl of soup,
there was a session of teachings (in English,
with French translation available) that lasted
for one and a half-hours, followed by a final

meditation session. The first evening, I fell into
my sleeping bag exhausted at 10 pm. The pace
and the disciplined approach boded to be very
challenging…
The schedule was exactly the same the next
day. And the next. And so it was to be for the
next silent two weeks. Things could only get
better… And gradually they did. The pain in my
legs and back subsided; random thoughts were
still there but a kind of automatic mode took
over. Even when squelching back through the
mud to my rain-sodden tent in the evening, I
didn’t feel any urge to complain. Perhaps I was
just completely numb by then, but I certainly
felt a strong sense of calm and well-being,
even when squeezing into
my damp sleeping bag for
another short night.
As our teacher explained,
going on a retreat is not a
way of escaping the world
but of understanding the
world. By taking a step back,
to look at life and the mind,
we gain a new perspective
that helps to be kinder to
ourselves and to others. A
sense of mindfulness.
By the last day, the sun
had come out, both literally
and figuratively. I felt as if a vacuum cleaner
had spring-cleaned the inside of my head.
Although some of the Buddhist concepts in
the teaching were still unfamiliar to me, the
whole experience is certainly one that I would
thoroughly recommend.
Coming back to reality, I found two weeks’
of laundry piling up in the bathroom, an empty
fridge and over five hundred e-mails to wade
through (about ten of which were urgently workrelated). And funnily enough, I felt no urge to
panic or rant. I also found my little boy smiling
and happy to see me and even got a huge kiss
and cuddle, a rarity these days! My husband
was also visibly more appreciative of what
being “a full-time everything” actually means!
Just hope that it lasts…
“Stop the world and let me get back on!”
For more information on Vipassana
meditation: www.dhamma.org
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Books...
Red Flags or Red Herrings? Predicting Who
Your Child Will Become
by Susan Engel
Every time I get together with other moms to relax, we
inevitably spend most of the time talking about our children.
So what have I read lately during my "relax" time? A book
about child development. Nevermind the fact that I was
once a primary school teacher, and am now almost addicted
to parenting books. This one is different. This is the most
engaging researched-based book I have read in a long
time. It reads more like a set of provocative, and at the
same time, useful stories. You should even be prepared for
a few quite shocking anecdotes about the author's own children.
The aim of the book is to help us often anxious parents recognize what factors we can
truly influence in our children's lives, and what is beyond our control. I have to admit that I
am partial to the book because it happens to be written by my former university professor. I
flew through this book because it was so well-written, but now I'm planning to read it again,
with the aim to take notes and let the important information change my family's life for the
better. Highly recommended!
(As a side note, I happened to read this on my new Amazon Kindle, which is dangerously
easy to upload, especially for us craving books in English. No need to wait for a package, just
pay with a click and read!)
Stacey Bennett

Film...
Midnight in Paris
Directed by Woody Allen, starring, Adrien Brody, Owen Wilson and
Rachel McAdams
Woody’s Allen’s latest film will probably not be remembered as one
of his best, but it is an enjoyable romp through Paris and a comic
delight for those who share Allen’s literary, artistic and musical
heroes, including F. Scott Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Picasso, Gertrude
Stein, and Cole Porter, all played by American stars clearly enjoying
their roles. (For me, Adrien Brody’s hilarious cameo as Salvador
Dalí alone made the film worth seeing.) The main characters are less
inspired and speak in Allen’s trademark style, which in 2011 seems
dated and clichéd, and the confused, naive Gil (Owen Wilson)
and annoying, selfish Inez (Rachel McAdams) almost seem to be
placeholders providing the structure of a traditional cinematic plot
so that the true stars of the film – the historical characters, and the city of Paris itself – can
shine through.
Debra Bellon
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DVD...
The Good Wife
CBS Series created by Michelle King, Robert King. With Julianna Margulies, Chris Noth, Josh
Charles and Matt Czuchry
If you’ve not got into this new American
drama yet, you don’t know what you’re
missing! The Good Wife tells the story of
Alicia, a disgraced State’s Attorney’s wife
who is forced to pick up the pieces of her
life when her husband’s infidelities and
alleged corruption come to light; putting
him in jail. With two teenagers to support,
she has to leave her home for a city flat
and go back to work as a junior defence
attorney after a 13-year break. It’s fast
paced and there are some great characters, with lots to keep you guessing. As the producers
say, the focus is on Alicia (played by Julianna Margulies of ER fame) – wife and mother – and
not just the legal battles, which gives it a unique personal touch. The first season is available
on DVD now and having watched all 23 episodes in about 2 weeks, I can’t wait for the second
to come out!
Mary Walmsley

Summer recipes

Mary’s chocolate fridge cake
Having just had fun making ‘Chocolate fridge cake’ with Abi & Alice this afternoon, I can highly
recommend this recipe to keep the kids entertained – it was simple enough for them (at 5 and 3) to
do most things themselves and it’s perfect for hot summer days as you don’t even have to switch
on the oven! The only slight hitch could be sourcing the ingredients – you don’t get much more
British (or delicious!) than digestives & golden syrup!
250g digestives
50g butter
200g dark chocolate
3 tbsp golden syrup
Place the biscuits in a sealed plastic bag. Pound with a rolling pin until they resemble
breadcrumbs.
Put the butter, chocolate and syrup in a pan until melted.
Remove from the heat and stir in the biscuit crumbs.
Put the mixture into a flat 18cm tin and press down with the back of a spoon.
Leave for 5 minutes, then mark out 16-20 individual pieces.
Put in the fridge to set.
Enjoy!

Mary Walmsley

Carol’s homity pie
This is a very tasty but cheap lunch or supper dish.
Served hot or cold with green salad, bet it will soon be a family favourite.
(Serves 6)              
Short crust pastry or pre-made.
5oo kg potatoes- boiled or steamed until tender (cut up chunky to cook )
1 onion and 2 cloves garlic chopped in oil, and 1oz butter   
1 tablespoon fresh chopped parsley
3oz grated cheddar cheese
3 – 4 tablespoons milk
Salt and pepper  
Really simple and quick to do.
Line tin with pastry, sauté onions and garlic.
Add to chunky diced cooked potatoes, then mix in butter, (80%) grated cheese, chopped parsley,
seasoning and enough milk to moisten but not too sloppy.
Allow to cool a little before adding to pastry case. Sprinkle with remaining cheese.
Cook for 20-25minutes - 200 degrees
Serve hot or cold.
NOTE: Try small individual ones, goat’s cheese or Roquefort for a French slant on things.
For vegetarians soya milk vegetable fat and vegetarian cheese.
Enjoy!                          

Carol Bliault
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Child’s bed + mattress from Ikea, €30
Colour: red with a yellow and orange cat/dog as part of the
headboard (no longer available in this colour combination)
Length 165cm, width 75cm, height 67cm.
Contact Mary on 06 19 34 78 17.
InInexcellent
condition
excellent
condition Bugaboo chameleon 3-in-1 travel system, €275
From birth to 4 years. With carry cot and pushchair. Colour orange/charcoal.
Bugaboo chameleon 3 in 1 travel system.
From
birth to
4 years. With carry cot and pushchair. Colour orange/charcoal.
Reversible
seat
2 wheel position for sand and snow
Features:
3 position tilting seat (upright, recline, horizontal for sleeping)
Reversible
Adjustableseat
spring settings in the swivel wheels as the weight increases
2Machine
wheel position
for fabric
sand and snow
washable
3Removable
position tilting
(upright, recline, horizontal for sleeping)
carryseat
handle
Adjustable
spring settings
in the
swivel
as the
increases
Height adjustable
telescopic
handle
barwheels
so people
of weight
different
heights can push
Machine
washable
fabric
comfortably
Removable carry handle
Height
adjustable
telescopic
handle bar
so people
of different
heights
can(orange)
push comfortably
Includes
maxi cosi
carseat adaptors
(carseat
not included)
and
parasol
as well as a great cup holder. Pump for wheels and repair kit plus demo DVD to
Includes
cosi carseat
adaptors
show allmaxi
the different
things
it does.(carseat not included) and parasol (orange) as well as a great
cup
holder.
Pump
for
wheels
and
repair
kiteasiest
plus demo
towhilest
show alloffering
the different
Its in excellent condition and really
is the
pramDVD
to use
ex- things it
does.
cellent comfort for baby!
Its in excellent condition and really is the easiest pram to use whilest offering excellent comfort
for
baby!contact celia.a.mcmahon@gmail.com
Please
Please contact celia.a.mcmahon@gmail.com

To place an advert please contact mums-the-word-newsletter@googlegroups.com

Brian’s unseasonal garden tips
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Brian’s Unseasonal Gardening Tips
Well you can forget the

gardening intro this month,
Daddy's had no time for any of that
nonsense, unless you call staring forlornly
through the window at the rising lawn
length-to-weed ratio with a faraway, onceupon-a-time look in his tear-stained eyes.
Gardening. The only mention it’s got since
‘El’ turned up, as far as I’m aware, is when
he told K, at M’s awesome birthday bash
that Wii was a good compost activator,
although what a games console has to do
with tomato growing beats me!

Lily and new
arrival Elsie

What a gas that party was, though. A
classic British binge! We trashed the house,
relieved ourselves wherever the fancy
took, danced around in a frenzy till we
e,
s
dropped and generally had a wicked time.
u
So, anyway, you heard me
ho
e
At one point I can vaguely remember
right - the new baby’s
th s
d
passing some wrappy thing
e
e
h
arrived, and by all
v
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ro
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Awesome. Glory only
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visit, one of those
knows what M put in
too enzy rally
noisy out-of-town cousiny
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the juice she was serving
a f gene e. " things where they crash down for a
m
up. Whatever it was, Mo
and ed ti couple of nights, hog all your gear, empty
ended up running starkers
ick
the fridge and slope off with whatever they
w
round the garden, giggling
can fit into their pockets, but no, this sister is
uncontrollably (that girl can drink, I’ve seen
stayin’ for the duration. Oh merde! (as stepher in action at the TCM on a Wednesday
grandad would say, although not in front of
morning!) and me, I woke up the next
me, of course, or at least not in front of me
morning with the sweats, a fat head, and
in front of grandma!) Yep, Her Wrinklyness
covered in some itchy rash! The grown-ups
has landed, and don’t I know it. One minute
are calling it measles. Whatever. Student life?
I’m swaning around, queen of all I survey,
Bring it on!
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Brian’s unseasonal garden tips

their darling little baby, centre of the known
universe, dextrously twirling Mummy and
Daddy round my little finger like some manic
majorette, sending them this way and that to
fetch whatever and whatnot, when George
Michael and Andrew Thingamajig! I’m old
news! Of course they say I’m still their little
darling, but I’m not, am I! I’m just one of their
little darlings now, and believe me mateys, it
ain’t the same!
As you may have noticed, I’d got this whole
‘Terrible Twos’ no/nicht/nada nihilistic
thang going on just recently - just a passing
fad according to this month’s Psychology
magazine I was reading on the potty last
week - but a blast none the less. I was even
thinking of taking it all the way down to
Goth at some point, you know - black nail

varnish, black lipstick, black lanky, unwashed
hair, a few body piercings, the odd, indiscreet
tattoo and such like, but now why bother,
nobody’s going to notice anymore anyway.
It’s all eyes on the pink pooh factory. All
cooey, cooey, gurgle, gurgle. I mean how’s a
girl meant to improve her English with that
and suspiciously increased doses of Dora
the Explorer as her only input? And it’s not
just ‘im ‘n’ ‘er indoors either, it’s everyone we
meet! If one more grown-up greets me with
“Hi Lily, are you happy to have a baby sister?”
I swear I’ll...I’ll.... Enough already! What’s
a girl got to do around here to get a bit of
Schadenfreude? Or, failing that, at least a little
‘me’ time?
I think I’m starting to get what Daddy does
in that garden.
Lily Steer

Summer Ballet Day-school
Friday 2nd September
From 10am to 3.30pm
Ages 3 years +
No previous ballet knowledge required
My house in Sept Deniers, Toulouse

The girls will need to wear ballet leotards & ballet shoes if they have them, otherwise shorts and tshirt and socks/bare feet is fine.
You will have to provide your child with a picnic lunch.
To enrol your child, please email: jessica.jean@hotmail.fr
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HOW TO NOMINATE A CHARITY FOR MUMS & TOTS
For the past five years the M&T nominated charity has been Association
Dominique. We have really enjoyed being able to support them as they are
based locally in Fonsorbes and do fantastic work in providing therapies for
mentally and physically handicapped children of all ages. Donations come
from your generosity in supporting our clothes swaps, book swaps, and
table top sales; and this year for the first time, we have also raised funds through Kazza’s café at
the Mumpreneur Fayre. Any surplus funds at the end of each financial year may also be donated.

Every year a charity is voted in at the AGM. If you would like to propose a charity then please fill in
the form below which will be considered by the Committee. Once approved you will then give a 5
minute presentation at the AGM and a blind vote will taken on the night to decide (proxy votes can
write their choice on their form returned prior to the AGM).
When giving us your proposal, please bear in mind that it must be local and concerned with
helping children in order to be in keeping with our objectives at Mums & Tots. In the absence of
other proposals, we will continue to support Association Dominique.
Form to be returned to Steph or Karen by September 19th 2011. You can also include any
leaflets or printed information about your chosen charity.
Your Name

Name of the charity proposed
What does this charity do?
Where is it based?
How will our donations help them?
Is this a small charity or does it have branches elsewhere?
Does it have an internet site that we can have a look at? If so please give us the web address.
What makes this charity special to you?
Any other information?
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Produits du Nord
Largest British Supermarket
South West France
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UK Beers: Big choice, including
Caffreys, Boddingtons,
Guinness, Old Speckled Hen,
Budweiser, Ciders and more
Indian/Oriental: Patak’s,
Minara’s, Sharwood, Kohinoor,
Blue Dragon, Red Star and Green Cuisine
Vegetarian: McCartney, Vesta, Quorn,Bean Thinking and Soya products etc
Dairy: UK Cheese, Creams, Butter/spreads , Lard, Double, Single & Whipped Creams and
Cottage Cheese
Meat: Uk style Bacon, Black Pudding, Sausage, Pork Pies and Ham Shanks
Baby: SMA, Cow&Gate, Johnson, Huggies, Pampers, Cotton Tree etc Organix Baby Range
coming soon. (NOW ACCEPTING ORDERS)
Frozen: Birds Eye, Ross, Walls, Aunt Bessie, Lyons, Youngs, Weight Watchers, Linda
McCartney
Household and Toiletries: Large selection of household names
Also: Large selection of Pet Foods, Stationary, Spring Bulbs (Daffodils, Tulips etc), Timber
Stains and quality UK Paints
Wholesale trade enquiries welcome. (Markets, shops and
restaurants supplied).

12 Avenue du Maquis de Meilhan, 32220,
Lombez. (close to the Intermarche)
TEL/FAX: 05 62 59 73 30
www.mr10percent.eu
Opening hours: 09:00 - 19:00 Monday to Saturday

Probably the CHEAPEST Quality UK produce
Supermarket in France
MAKE MR10% YOUR REGULAR STORE AND
START SAVING MONEY NOW!!!
Produits du Nord S.A.R.L. Trading as Mr10%
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